EDUCATIONAL
Welcome everyone to STARSLAYERS #10. One note, at this point I am going away with the "Chronicles of Omman" page to make room for advertisements.

Artwork this time is by Willie Peppers (pencils) and Bill Anderson (inks). I think this is some of the best artwork Willie has ever done.

Matt Bucher) again wrote the script.

STARSLAYERS #10 will also be out soon by Addlesee/Bucher/Addlesee/McCollum. BIOMAN #1 will also be out soon by Addlesee/Bucher/Addlesee/McCollum/ Bongo, both should be real blockbusters, the first selling for 90c, the latter 60c.

Rick McCollum is currently publishing a bunch of great fanzines. To order, send a couple bucks to Rick McCollum/2315 Chickasaw #1/ Cincinnati, Ohio 45219, in turn Rick will send you five or six of his latest, depending on how much you send.

STARSLAYERS #10, Vol. 1, December 11, 1981, is published every three weeks by Matt Bucher/2550 Windgate Rd./Bethel Park, PA 15102. Back issues or nos. 1-9 are 40c a copy. Front cover by Willie Peppers, back cover by Ken Heyer.

That's his name, and being a bounty hunter is his game! Don't miss the first solo Lord Damien Blackstar story, out now in STARSLAYERS SPECIAL #1. It's only 60c and features a story by Matt Bucher/Steve Brooks/Rick McCollum.

It's called "Who Is The Fool?", and what is actually is the most thought provoking, well scripted and drawn solo Blackstar story to date!

Don't miss Lord Damien Blackstar as he and Darzak meet up with The Fool, and also The Jester, The Clown, and The Jokester! A cosmic saga!

Send 60c to Matt Bucher/2550 Windgate/Bethel Park, PA 15102.

The story is called "Rub Out!" as it's the Omnian story. Answers galore as we learn the true fate of the aliens from U.G. 85, whatever happened to Heinrich Jacobs, why is the mob after the Stevens family and more! Get it!

WOW CONFIRMED: Also artwork by George Freeman, Steve Addlesee, Ken Meyer, David Patterson, Jay Wells, and more!

$1.25

Published 1982

Matt Bucher
2550 Windgate Road
Bethel Park, PA 15102

Huh, oh! Look who's back...and damn angry!!

Don't miss the final confrontation between the lunatic and Heinrich Jacobs. Vs. Omman is the last Omnian story ever! This story is an extra-length novel that will be put together by Matt Bucher (writer) and Willie Peppers, Rick McCollum, Bill Anderson, and Mark Helke on art! Not to be missed!

Also in this book are interviews with Terry Austin, Rick McCollum, Mark Helke, Willie Peppers, and Bill Anderson!

Other artwork includes materials by Jerry Foley, Steve Brooks, and Fred Hembeck!

All this...and much, much more in what I call The...

OMNIAN SPECTACULAR
COWARD!
CHAPTER 10

I am very confused. We have just started a rebellion, but was attacked by a man called Nomad. Defeated, I learned that Nomad is really my old acquaintance, Park 3.

We were both exposed to the mist, and an explosion occurred when the smoke cleared...

I was gone.

The explosion's side-effect turned you invisible, Arion. I was aware of that. I, on the other hand, was thrust into the Tippy Galaxy.

That's on the other side of the universe!

Yes, I was far a way and it would've taken me a long time to return... even as a space warrior!

But surely you could've returned before now.

Yes... I... could've... I wanted to...

Then, why?—

Damn it, don't you understand? I couldn't return! I was afraid! Scared!

I feared for my life!

Afraid of what?

If you couldn't succeed, how could I?—

The Quarron takeover! I heard about it, heard how valiantly you fought, and also how valiantly you lost!
I've always been a coward, Argon. But, of course, the Omparian computers could never see that.

And what about Klarn's mind control?

He surprised me one day, and used transactional fluids on me.

I wanted to return.

...I really did.

Your fellow Omparians were being destroyed and enslaved, and with your power, you wouldn't help?!

And forth comes a most sacred oath...

I will never run out again. I swear it by the Golden Dreamer!

Okay, then, I'll brief you on the current situation.

Sacred in all the galaxies. It suffices.

I didn't plan it that way.

And now what?

I've heard of you, and your StarSlayers, and I'd like to join...

...to atone myself.

That's the report we've just received.

No, Warlord. No. We cannot!
Damn you, Argo— you are a fool! What do you think you and your merry band can do to the mighty Quarron Empire?

A good question—

As the transport arrives... good luck!

What about the rest of us?

I have plans for everybody.

Confused, the slaves' heads turn toward's Darzak as he steps up onto a table.

Fellow slaves— listen! Why follow the whim of every Quarron?

Why work constantly for their benefit?

Watch.

SoPark: Nomad, whatever is the newest star slayer, fine!

But, now what? We're here, let's do something!

I agree.

But what? I don't see any guards.

We're here. Now what...?

First, you two, Darzak and Sarrah.

I want you two to, in disguise, travel to Ompar's west slave colony and mingle.

Exactly! Prepare for transport!

But, what can we do?

Revolt! Rebel! Remember when it was the Omparians in charge and not the Quarrons!
HE IS AN ANGEL, HE IS A VAMPIRE, HE IS THE LIVING WRATH OF GOD! HE IS KARNEVIL!

AND WHEN HE INCARNATES IN OUR TIME HE WILL DOOM REALITY AS WE KNOW IT.

THIS IS

SUPERHERO TERROR

THESE HEROES FIGHT GODS AND EACH OTHER TO SAVE OUR WORLD:

RAGE - THE ANGRiest MAN ALive! A RABid MANiAc WHO KARNEVIL COULD PURGE OF HIS MAD POSESSiON!

OMNIMAN - YOUNG MASTER OF BI-D-MAGNETICS! CAUGHT LIKE A FLY IN A WEB OF EViL!

SLAUGHTER - THE JADED MERCENARY, A VETERAN CYNIC WHO IS BEYOND THE LAW!

THE SAVAGE PRESS OF RICK MCCOLLUM JOINS WITH MATT BUCHER TO PRESENT A 25-PART SAGA OF HEROES, GODS, CURSES, CORRUPTION, FEAR, AND DESTINY! BIZARRE PLOTS AND FINE GRAPHICS IN 25 SEPARATE 6-PAGE CHAPTERS!

IN THE WORKS FOR OVER A YEAR!

35¢ A COPY! BUY THEM IN INDIVIDUAL CHAPTER (FOR EXAMPLE, JUST ISSUE #1) OR IN SEQUENCE (LIKE ISSUES #1 - #5)?

WE'RE NOT IN IT FOR THE MONEY, JUST THE SHEER FANTASY OF IT ALL! ORDER FROM:

THE SAVAGE PRESS
MCCLeLLUM
2315 CHICKASAW #1
CINCINNATI, OHIO
45219

OR

ULTRAZINE
MATT BUCHER
2650 WINDGATE RD.
BETHEL PARK, PA.
15102